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Abstract: The present paper aims at inventorying the geomorphosites in Bucharest as well as introducing geotouristic itineraries that take into account the long-time developed high value cultural heritage of the area. The process included several stages: studying Bucharest’s relief and cultural-historical elements with tourist value from existing bibliography, cartographic methods (aerial photos and different editions of topographic maps), as well as the information gathered from field investigations; identifying and inventorying geomorphosites, assessing the population’s opinion about geoheritage (geomorphosites) and its capitalization in tourism activities, 100 questionnaires were applied; creating geotouristic itineraries and later promoting them. The most valuable and representative geomorphosites identified are: on Colentina Valley (the Plumbuita, Ostrov, Dobroești and Pantelimon hills) (aren’t located in the study area), on Dâmbovița Valley (Cotroceni, Şerban Vodă, Mitropoli, Spiri, Filaret and Arsenal hills, Țăcăiel, Procopoaiei, University terraces, Dâmbovița Meadow). The authors suggest two geotouristic itineraries that emphasize the relationship between the scientific, cultural, and historic elements as well as the human-nature report within the urban area.
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Introduction

The city of Bucharest and the surrounding area of Romanian Plain have been the subject of numerous works of a historical, socio-cultural or tourist character, but fewer works of geographic nature. The first writings belong to Mihăilescu (1915, 1942) who illustrates the importance of the geographical location of the city, the main features of relief, as well as the relationship between its territorial extension and its capital function. Contributions dedicated to some components of the geographical environment are related to the climate (Dumitrescu 1971), geology (Liteanu 1952), hydrology (Cocoș 1999) and industry (Iancu 1977). In 1984, is published the first synthesis on the geography of the city of Bucharest (Posea, Ștefanescu 1984), emphasizing the relationship between natural and socio-human conditions in city’s development and extension. So far, there are no works that address Bucharest’s relief, its deep transformations suffered over time due to man and his activities, and that highlight the geomorphological heritage elements existing within this area.

In Romanian literature, the geomorphological heritage approach, namely of geomorphosites, is relatively recent, presenting either theoretical concepts (Ilieș, Josan 2007, Ilieș et al. 2009), or inventories and evaluation of geomorphosites in different areas (Comănescu, Dobre 2009, Comănescu et al. 2009, Comănescu, 2017).
Contributions about geomorphosites located in urban areas (Pica et al. 2016) and their valorization through geotourism are associated to different cities which include a valuable geologic-geomorphologic heritage (Rodrigues et al. 2011, Pica et al. 2017).

Geomorphosites located in urban areas, many of them with heritage value, must also be preserved for future generations, according to the principles of geoconservation (Pereira 2017). The role of geotourism is to promote geodiversity and geoheritage through geomorphosites (Pereira 2017). For the development of geotourism it is necessary to create, design and popularize different urban (geotourist) routes, their attractive interpretation and inclusion in tourism activities, adding to other different forms of tourism already taking place in these areas (Pinto et al. 2011). At international level (Rodrigues et al. 2011) the initiative in Montreal (Canada) that was the first city which in 2007 joined the Geotourism Charter of National Geographic Society is relevant.

Although contributions related to geoheritage are diversified, in Romanian literature there are no papers aimed at studying geomorphosites from an urban space. In this sense, our intention is to approach the inventory of geomorphosites in the city of Bucharest (its central sector) and the relationship between these and the anthropic tourist sites. This relationship highlights the link between natural and cultural heritage, both of which are components of the total heritage of a territory (Ilies, Josan 2009). The ultimate goal is the creation, analysis and subsequent popularization of two representative geotourism routes for Bucharest.

Study area

The city of Bucharest is located in the southern central part of Romania, 64 km north of the Danube River, 250 km west of the Black Sea and 100 km south of the Carpathians, at the intersection of parallel 44°26’ north latitude with the meridian of 26°06’ eastern longitude (Fig. 1A). It has a total area of 228 km² (0.8% of Romania’s surface).

Within the city the altitudes decrease from the northwest to the southeast, the maximum being 96.3m (referring to the entire plain, maximum is
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Fig. 1. A. The geographical position of Bucharest city in Romania. B. The Romanian Plain – geological features (Grecu et al. 2012) and subunits.
of 115–120 m in the northwest part) and the minimum of 57 m (in Dâmbovița meadow), the average altitude being 79 m. Over 50% of city’s surface is part of the hypsometric step of 80–100 m, the drainage density being 1–1.5 km / km², and the slopes are below 3°. The altitudes in the western part of the city are higher than in the east due to uplift movements in the Pleistocene (Enciu et al. 2008).

From the structural point of view, Bucharest's territory overlaps the Valah section of the Moesian Platform. The sedimentary superstructure belongs to four sedimentation cycles: Paleozoic (about 6500 m thick), Permian-Triassic (about 5000 m thick), Liasic-Cretaceous (about 3500 m) and Badenian-Pleistocene (thicknesses over 1500 m) (Ionesi 1994).

The Bucharest Plain formed through the gradual retreat of the Getic lake and then accumulation of gravels (named „The Colentina”), sands and gravels with lenticular clay intercalation, followed by loess and loess deposits during Late Pleistocene (thickness 10–20 m) (Fig. 1B) (Ionesi 1994, Posea, Ștefănescu 1984). The Plain completely rose above sea level at the beginning of the Holocene, and was later sculptured by multiple generations of valleys, and then transformed by anthropic activity.

Bucharest’s relief is mainly represented by Bucharest Plain (part of Vlăsia Plain) (Fig. 1B) with its subunits (Pantelimon – Băneasa Field, Colentina Field, Cotroceni – Văcărești Field, Colentina Valley, Dâmbovița Valley) (Fig. 2A) (Posea, Ștefănescu 1984, Enciu et al. 2008).

The most important subunits within the city are Dâmbovița and Colentina valleys, typical plain valleys, with a high degree of anthropization.

Dâmbovița valley is formed in loess, it is asymmetrical with the right bank high (10–15 m) and the left bank low (from 4–5 m to 8 m).

---

**Fig. 2. Bucharest city.**
A. The subunits of Vlăsia Plain. B. Geomorphological sketches.
It features a four-terraced system (known in geographic papers as T₁–T₄, with different regional names), well-personalized (predominantly on the left) (Grecu et al., 2012) (Fig. 2B). It has been channeled and regularized (in several stages since the end of the 19th century) and the mead microforms (springs, meanders, meanders points bars, islands, steep banks) have been modified except for some cut-off lobe hillocks (Mitropoliei Hill etc.) (Fig. 3).

Colentina valley is an asymmetric valley that has undergone significant changes in the construction of the labyrinth of lakes and their adjacent buildings. It is characterized by a high degree of meandering, low slope (0.8 m/km) and the presence of well-developed meadows on both banks with widths ranging from 100–500 m to about 1.5 km (in the right of meanders in Plumbuita-Cernica sector). Because of the regularization works, the meadow was covered by the lakes’ waters on significant sections, and there are several cut-off lobe hillocks like island shape such as Plumbuita, Ostrov, Dobroști and Pantelimon. There are two local terraces (2–4 m and 8–12 m), which are not typical terraces but meander terraces (Posea Ștefănescu 1984).

According to Mihăilescu (1942), both in the case of Dâmboviţa and Colentina rivers from the terraces or plain erosion witnesses were detached in the form of mounds or peaks.

The original relief was greatly modified by humans, especially in the last century, by: decreasing the slope of the terraces or river sides, constructing embankments and excavations for communication routes, regulating water courses against floods, the existence of negative relief microforms that were originally intended for the exploitation of construction materials, which were subsequently filled with waste or acquired other functions (parks, sport arenas) (Fig. 3) (Posea, Ștefănescu 1984, Enciu et al. 2008, Grecu et al. 2012).

**Methods**

The methodology that led to the realization of this paper has started from the current bibliographic referential (geological, geomorphological features, but also cultural-historical, literary or tourism geography), with adaptations to the particularities of the analyzed urban space. Several steps have been taken to achieve the proposed objectives. It also investigated the existing cartographic basis (1: 25,000 scale maps, 1: 5,000 plans, various cadastral plans and aerial images from 2003–2005 flights).

The next step was dedicated to field research, where geomorphosites were identified and located using the method developed by Reynard et al. (2007). A database was created in which the attributes that characterize the geomorphosite were introduced. This comprises the following elements: general data (name, location, type, property, topographic representation, photos); qualitative data about the scientific, ecologic, cultural, aesthetic value; the presence of some human made tourism attractions; the existence of some management measures. Selected geomorphosites were finally included within the proposed routes.
In order to know the opinion of Bucharest inhabitants about the geomorphological heritage and its capitalization in tourism, qualitative methods (questionnaires) were applied, being obtained data statistically processed and interpreted, the results being used in the creation of the geotourism routes. The applied questionnaire (Table 1) included 11 questions, either grid or open-answer, structured in three chapters: data on subjects, data related to Bucharest’s relief, and data on the proposed tourist objectives and routes.

Chapter 1 – Data on subjects included identification elements related to age, gender and level of training (important component for the accuracy of responses) as well as their domicile.

Chapter 2 – The data related to Bucharest’s relief aimed at establishing the landforms that are known to the inhabitants, how they perceive their value as well as data related to the transformations they have suffered in time, the relief of the city.

Chapter 3 – Data on the proposed tourist sites and routes started from the establishment of the most important tourist attractions, their location in relation to the relief forms, the necessity of introducing them in some routes and the ways of popularizing the proposed itineraries.

This is the first time the population is consulted on this issue (February–March 2017, several points in the city center), the sample chosen trying to meet the representativeness criteria (gender, age and level of training), being filled-in 100 questionnaires, whose structure was previously presented. Certainly, a larger sample would have yielded more statistically significant results.

Sample Structure

Of the surveyed sample, 62% are women and 38% are men. The share of age groups is balanced: under 20 – 10% (predominantly male); between 20–40 years – 33% (predominantly women), 40–60 years – 47% (predominantly women), over 60 – 10% (predominantly men). The average age of respondents was 38.5 years (we consider that a higher average age would be more relevant given the period of time elapsed since the events of December 1989 linked to the existence of questions about the changes suffered by the relief during communism epoch). As a training level, only two categories were selected: high school – 30% and higher education – 70%.

The end of our approach is represented by the synthesis of the data from the previous stages and the creation of the geotourism routes covering both the geomorphosites situated in the central part of the city and the anthropic tourist sites related to them or in their proximity. The two routes were analyzed from the point of view of length, time required for scrutiny and visiting, the relief forms and the difficulty of the route.
Results and discussions

Geomorphosites

On the background of plain relief, the morphogenetic action of Colentina and Dâmboviţa rivers led to the emergence of specific relief forms, some of which could be considered geomorphosites. In this case, we mention: on Colentina valley: the Plumbuita, Ostrov, Dobroesti, and Pantelimon hills (Fig. 2A) (no location in the study area); on Dâmboviţei valley: Cotroceni, Uranus-Mihai Vodă, Şerban Vodă, Mitropoliei, Spirii, Movila Mare, Radu Vodă, Piscului, Filaret and Văcăreşti hills, Țăcăliei, Procopaieai, University terraces (Fig. 2B). Many of the terraces that dominate the meadow are called popular hills (Mihailescu 1915).

In the analyzed area, ten geomorphosites, of fluvial origin, have been identified and localized (Table 2, Fig. 2B) with scientific, cultural and aesthetic value.

The geomorphosites located in the central part of the city, which are the best known by the population, will be analyzed, many of them encompassing an important cultural component, linked to anthropic tourist sites (cultural, historical, religious, artistic and architectural).

Cotroceni Hill is an extensive terrace of Dâmboviţa River, which was formerly covered by Codrii Vlăsiei (a forest that was located on most of the territory on which the city is located). Here a monastery was built by the ruler Şerban Cantacuzino in the 17th century, which was the core of the Royal Palace founded in 1888 by King Carol I (Giurescu 1966).

Țăcăliei Terrace is on the continuation of Cotroceni terrace, being also covered by Codrii Vlăsiei. Here are a number of monuments such as Elena Doamna Hospice, Davilla Church, Anna Davilla’s Statue,

Spirii Hill is a witness from an old terrace of Dâmboviţa River On it was built in the 16th century the Mihai Vodă Monastery (demolished in 1984 by the Communist regime).

The highest point of it, which advances as a spur to the river; it is called the Arsenalului Hill. Here, it was built the New Court (which became the Burn Court after the fire in 1812), and in 1860 by the Army Arsenal (the existing chapel being transformed into Army Dust Hall (Pulberăria Armatei). Currently, on the hill (and near in Uranus Hill) is the Palace of Parliament (House of People), whose construction began in 1984 (Giurescu 1966, Cantacuzino 1997).

Filaret Hill is a witness from a terrace of Dâmboviţa, covered with vineyard until the end of the 19th century. Today, there is Carol Park, inaugurated in 1906 with an area of 36 hectares (Băduaţă, Cicio-Pop 1935). The most important tourist attractions are: Cantacuzino Fountain (19th century, on the site of the former fountain of Filaret Metropolitan), the Roman Areas (built in 1906), Dimitrie Leonida Technical Museum (which was founded in 1909), the Mausoleum (built on the central plateau, built between 1959 and 1963, in front of it being the Tomb of the Unknown Hero), the Zodiac Fountain (inaugurated in 1935 by King Carol II) (Georgescu et al. 1966, Berindei, Bonifaciu 1978).

Şerban Vodă Hill is the extension of the Filaret Hill, witness from Dâmboviţa terrace.

Mitropoliei (Patriarhiei) Hill is a hillock from the old meadow of Dâmboviţa, on its slopes taking place creeping gravitational processes. It is an emblematic point of the city from the tourist,

Table 2. The geomorphosites situated in central area of Bucureşti City.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of geomorphosite</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Additional values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cotroceni Hill (Terrace)</td>
<td>Bf01</td>
<td>areal</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Spirii Hill</td>
<td>Bf03</td>
<td>areal</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Şerban Vodă Hill</td>
<td>Bf05</td>
<td>areal</td>
<td>Aesthetic, cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>University Terrace</td>
<td>Bf07</td>
<td>areal</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Arsenalului Hill</td>
<td>Bf09</td>
<td>punctual</td>
<td>Aesthetic, cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Țăcăliei Terrace</td>
<td>Bf02</td>
<td>areal</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Filaret Hill</td>
<td>Bf04</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Mitropoliei Hill</td>
<td>Bf06</td>
<td>punctual</td>
<td>Aesthetic, cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Procopoai Terrace</td>
<td>Bf08</td>
<td>areal</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Dâmboviţei Meadow</td>
<td>Bf10</td>
<td>areal</td>
<td>Ecological</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cultural-historical and religious point of view, where the Romanian Patriarchate is located. In the 17th century, the hill was owned by the rulers of Wallachia and was totally covered with vineyards. In the central part of the hill lies the Patriarchal Church (built in the 17th century), in the west the old hermitages, in the southeast the Patriarchal Palace (built in the 17th century), to the east the Paraclis (the most valuable piece of the whole complex founded in the 17th century) and the Chamber of Deputies’ Palace (founded in 1907, on the place of the former Divan Domnesc) and in north, the Bell Tower (dating from the 17th century) (Ionescu 1938).

Procopoaiei Terrace is formed on a wide terrace of Dâmboviţa, on which are numerous buildings of historical value from the time when it was crossed by the Bridge of Earth (the current Calea Plevnei).

University Terrace is a large terrace which is located in the central part of the city and has numerous tourist attractions such as: University, Ţuţu Palace, National Military Club, National Bank Museum, CEC Palace, National Museum of History, Stravopoleos Church, Russian Church, Palace of the Ministry of Architecture, National Theater, Colţea Church, Colţea Palace.

Dâmboviţa Meadow with widths of miles, has often suffered floods (the neighborhoods Eroilor, Grozăveşti, Vitan, etc.) (Mihăilescu 1915, 1942) until the course of the river was regularized. Here are many tourist attractions such as: Botanical Garden, Romanian Opera, Cismigiu Park, Creţulescu Palace, Palace of Justice, Old Court, Saint Spiridon Church, Antim Ivireanul Church.

Of great importance in finalizing our approach is the knowledge of Bucharest population opinion on the geomorphological heritage of the city and the anthropic sites that are related to it, namely the geotourism routes that can be created.

Data related to the relief of Bucharest

Before having been interviewed, all the questioned persons were explained the terms used in the survey respectively the content of each variable (scientific, cultural, aesthetic, economic).

All subjects who answered the questions know representative forms of relief in the city of Bucharest (no geomorphosites were named in the questionnaire to avoid confusion), the most frequent geomorphosites (multiple variants were admitted, 284 answers) were represented by Mitropoliei Hill, Dambovita Valley (taken as a whole) and Spirii Hill (Fig. 4). Subjects grant to these landforms, to a small extent (9%) a scientific value, but 90% consider that they have a significant cultural value linked to the existence of objectives (Parliament Palace, historical buildings or places of worship). The aesthetic value is known only by 1% of the respondents (Fig. 5). The interviewed persons noticed an existing connection between the forms of relief and some attractions with cultural function.

Regarding the changes that took place in Bucharest relief, all the subjects know about the regulation of Dâmboviţa River and the works that took place in its meadow, only 4% mentioned the leveling and displacement works that took place during the communist period in order to be realized the urban reshaping.

Data on the proposed tourist objectives and routes

Regarding the assessment of important elements for tourism activity (multiple answers
were allowed, 116 responses), the subjects appreciate first the anthropic components (99%), and the natural ones (5%) and the infrastructure (12%) (Fig. 6) are less mentioned.

The interviewed subjects believe that local and central authorities should do more for the development of tourism in the city of Bucharest, among the measures they propose to include are: the restoration of the old city center, the establishment of pedestrian streets (such as Calea Victoriei), revitalization of the tourist bus, building tourist information centers equipped with promotional materials, designing specialized tourist guides in recognized publishers, popularizing the city as a tourist destination on the Internet and making partnerships with travel agencies. The creation of geotourist routes, with a specialized guide, is positively appreciated by the questioned subjects. Figure 7 shows the tourism objectives proposed to be included in itineraries (multiple responses were allowed, 712 answers), with a clear dominance for the Parliament Palace, the Patriarchal Palace, the National History Museum and the Old Court.

Taking into account the previous stages of the study, the relationship between the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. The main characteristics of proposed geotourism routes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red – Cotroceni Palace (1) - Botanical Garden (2) – Romanian Opera (3) – Kretzulescu Palace (4) – Cismigiu Park (5) – Palace of Parliament (6) – Carol Park including (7) – the Mausoleum and (8) – Suter Palace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue – Antim Ivireanul Church (9) – Patriarchal Palace (10) – Saint Ecaterina Churc (11) – Palace of Justice (12) – Saint Spridon Churc (13) – Curtea Veche Museum and Church (14) – Stravupoleos Church (15) – National History Museum (16) – National Bank Museum (17) – Bucharest University (18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
geomorphosites and the anthropic tourist sites as well as the opinion of the population, two geotourism routes (Fig. 8) were established, the main characteristics of which are summarized in Table 3. In Romania, neither for Bucharest nor for other urban areas, geotourism maps have not been made and such tours have not been proposed. These are the first proposals for such routes which try to cover both the existing and inventoried geomorphosites within the central part of Bucharest city and the main cultural tourist attractions located in this area.

It is necessary to popularize them as well as to create a specialized website, from which tourists can access the information in real time.

Conclusions

This study is the starting point for a larger process aimed at the inventory and evaluation of geomorphosites both in the city of Bucharest and other important tourist cities of Romania (Iași, Cluj Napoca, Brașov, Sibiu, Constanța, Timișoara, Suceava, Sighișoara etc). The main purpose is to make them known and popularized, to highlight their scientific (including educational), aesthetic and cultural value.

At Romania’s level, it is necessary to carry out projects on this topic by local / national authorities in the field and public – private partnerships, respectively between academic and decision-makers, for the exploitation of components related to geoheritage, geotourism and geoconservation, in order to minimize the risks that may occur and maximize opportunities for local communities and tourists.

The city of Bucharest has a remarkable geomorphological heritage, which is insufficiently capitalized, so it is necessary in a next stage to create a geotourism map for the central part (where the natural objectives are mixed with the anthropic ones) and some promotional materials (including on-line). The objectives of these materials are to give geotourism consistency, to promote geodiversity and to formulate conceptions and attitudes related to geoeducation to residents and tourists. Many respondents in Bucharest recognize and appreciate the value of geomorphosites. The development of urban tourism and of geotourism in Bucharest must also take into account the planning projects that are being implemented, the principles governing urban development.
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